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The annual production capacity reaches 25 million sets.
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INTRODUCTION
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For Green Land



PCR Factory in Caoxian 

Capacity: 25M sets/year

We kept upgrading our factory to provide a 

more stable product supply for you.

PCR  FACTORY
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CONTENT

L-SPORT26

L-ZEAL56

ENRI U08

L-GRIP16

L-COMFORT68

COLO H01

L-FINDER78

MAHO 77

MAGA A/T ONE

MAGA A/T TWO

DRAK M/T

DIAS ZERO

L-POWER28

L-STRONG36

L-MAX9

L-TRAVEL18

L-SNOW96

HP

UHP

ST SERIAL

WINTER TIRE

COMMERCIAL LTR

SUV



L-SPORT26

6

Asymmetric pattern design reduces the noise and 

improves the performance on dry and wet ground.

The unevenly distributed sipes reduce the noise 

efficiently.  

The horizontal sipes reduce the noise and 

improve the higher rigidity.

Specification

UHP TIRE



L-ZEAL56
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Big block design on the shoulder improves high 

speed performance.

The strong rib improves the driving stability.

Four straight grooves improve drainage.

Small lug design reduce the noise and 

enhance the gripping power on wet ground.

UHP TIRE
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Specification

UHP TIRE
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Specification

Developed for middle-high class passenger cars.

Fully considering the drive and ride comfort.

Asymmetric pattern design improves the handling 

performance on both dry and wet ground.

The countless lines on the groove wall reduce the 

noise efficiently.

ENRI U08

UHP TIRE



L-GRIP16
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“Shark Fin” Tread Pattern

Small Knurl Design eliminates the pumping 

generated which reduces the driving noise.

The horizontal steps reduce the noise and 

improve the higher rigidity.

HP TIRE
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Specification

HP TIRE



L-COMFORT68
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The open horizontal grooves improve drainage.

The ventilation holes on shoulder enhance the 

driving safety. 

The discontinuous central rib and high-

strength deflection zone reduce the heat 

generation.

HP TIRE
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Specification

HP TIRE
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Specification

COLO H01

Developed for middle class passenger cars.

Fully considering the drive and ride comfort.

Both economy and environmental protection 

issues were considered.

HP TIRE



L-FINDER78
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Wide and deep design on the shoulder enhances 

the gripping power and heat release.

Precise spacing and angle block design reduce 

the noise.

Four straight grooves improve drainage.

SUV TIRE
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Specification

SUV TIRE



MAHO 77
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3D sipes on tread to enhance the gripping power.

Fully considering the drive and ride comfort.

Wear resistant compound is used to deliver a 

longer life.

SUV TIRE
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Specification

SUV TIRE
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Specification

MAGA  A/T ONE

Design for urban SUV.

Wear resistant compound inside.

3D sipes on tread to enhance the gripping power.

SUV TIRE



MAGA  A/T TWO
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Special joints between tread blocks reduce excessive flex 

for better traction and steering response on and off road.

Deep sipes and slanted voids effectively channel 

away water.

The lugs on the shoulder are staggered to 

improve traction in deep sand and loose dirt.

SUV TIRE
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SUV TIRE
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Specification
SUV TIRE



DRAK M/T
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The high turn-up sidewall construction increases puncture 

resistance.

The balanced void ratio efficiently removes mudand 

dirt to provide continuous off-road traction.

SUV TIRE
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SUV TIRE
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Specification

SUV TIRE
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Specification

DIAS ZERO

The 'leaf' pattern utilizes slanted grooves to add 

additional water drainage on wet ground.

The continuous central rib helps maintain stability 

in straight-line driving.

Wear resistant compound is used to deliver a 

longer life.

SUV TIRE
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Specification

L-POWER28

Enhanced rib on the shoulder avoids the uneven 

wear efficiently.

Three grooves improve drainage.

The irregular pattern design assures the driving 

stability and enhances the gripping power.

COMMERCIAL LTR
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Specification

L-STRONG36

Three grooves improve drainage on 

wet ground.

The interlaced tread pattern design improves the 

cross-country performance.

COMMERCIAL LTR
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Specification

L-MAX9

700 pieces sipes divide the“Z”tyre pattern into 

small pieces, reducing the noise.

Double “Y” design enhances the gripping power 

and assures the driving safety.

Classics zigzag grooves improve comfort and 

stable performance.

The white sidewall design is provided

COMMERCIAL LTR
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Specification

L-TRAVEL18

The reinforced polyester cord inside improves load 

performance.

Wear resistance compound on the tread assures 

the driving mileage.

Four straight grooves improve drainage.

ST SERIAL



L-SNOW96
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More Silica is used in tread to enhance the gripping power 

and reduce the rolling resistance.

‘V’ groove design improves drainage.

Big block pattern design provides perfect braking 

power on snow ground.

WINTER TIRE
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Specification WINTER TIRE



THANKS FOR YOUR TIME!


